Legacy Shade
Installation Instructions

PRE-INSTALLATION
1. The top valance side, if applicable, are
at least 2.5” deep.
2. The width of the shade is greater than the window
and less than the window valance / side board.
3. You have the correct number of mounting clips and
screws to complete the installation.

Finished shade assembly size:
29” or smaller = 3 clips
30” to 60” = 5 clips
61” to 80” = 6 clips

INSTALLATION
NOTE: For best results, all mounting clips should be securely mounted to the valance box and in a straight line.
When mounting to an uneven or padded surface, it may be necessary to use solid spacers.
If possible, removal of the valance is preferred.
1. Remove the valance and turn upside down to remove old Day/Night Shade. Remove shade and mount clips
in as described above. The outside clips should be mounted within 2” of adjusters to properly support shade.
2. center the shade assembly, snap the shade into the mounting clips. A flat blade screw driver may help
pushing the rail into the clip.

Check shade operation:
For Combo Rollers
Turn the valance over and operate each shade looking at the back of the valance box. If additional tension is
needed or the stop (height) needs adjusting see steps below.
Day shade (Lower Roller), turn the adjustment knob on the RIGHT SIDE CLOCKWISE one turn. Recheck
tension, if more tension is needed add additional turns to desired tension. To adjust the height the roller stops,
turn the adjustment knob on the LEFT side until the grab bar stops at the appropriate height.
Night Shade (Upper Roller) turn the adjustment knob on the LEFT SIDE COUNTER CLOCKWISE one turn.
Recheck tension, if more tension is needed add additional turns to desired tension. To adjust the height the
roller stops turn the adjustment knob on the RIGHT side unt the grab bar stops at the appropriate height.
Be sure there are no obstructions that the grab bar would touch.
If you prefer to remove only your old shades, leaving the valance in place, mount the clips as instructed above.
Snap the lead bar into the clips and adjust the height and tension as outlined above. Note: the tension and the
height adjusters will be on the other side.
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For Single Rollers
Turn the valance over and operate each shade looking at the back of the valance box. If additional tension is
needed or the stop (height) needs adjusting see steps below.
Turn the adjustment knob on the LEFT SIDE COUNTER CLOCKWISE one turn. Recheck tension, if more
tension is needed add additional turns to desired tension. To adjust the height the roller stops turn the
adjustment knob on the LEFT side until the grab bar stops at the appropriate height.
Be sure there are no obstructions that the grab bar would touch.
If you prefer to remove only your old shades, leaving the valance in place, mount the clips as instructed above.
Snap the lead bar into the clips and adjust the height and tension as outlined above. Note: the tension and the
height adjusters will be on the other side.
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